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Mankind has been storing data for thousands of years, on media as diverse as stone, bone, clay, 

wood, metal, glass, skin, papyrus, paper, plastic and film.  In fact, people were storing data in 

binary formats long before the emergence of modern digital computers.  Records from 9th 

century Persia describe an organ playing interchangeable cylinders.  Eighteenth century textile 

manufacturers employed perforated rolls of paper to control looms, and Swiss and German 

music box makers used metal drums or platters to store tunes.  At the dawn of the Jazz Age, no 

self-respecting American family of means lacked a player piano capable (more or less) of 

reproducing the works of the world’s greatest popular and classical composers. 

Whether you store data as a perforation or a pin, you’re storing binary data.  That is, there are 

two data states:  hole or no hole, pin or no pin, zeroes or ones. 

Punched Cards 

In the 1930’s, demand for electronic data storage led to the development of fast, practical and 

cost-effective binary storage 

media.  The first of these were 

punched cards, initially made in a 

variety of sizes and formats, but 

ultimately standardized by IBM as 

the 80 column, 12 row (7.375” by 

3.25”) format that dominated 

computing well into the 1970’s.   

IBM 5081 80 column card 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4d/CIMA_mg_8302.jpg
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[From 1975-79, the author spent many a midnight in the basement of a computer center at Rice 

University typing program instructions on these unforgiving punch cards]. 

The 1950’s saw the emergence of magnetic storage as the dominant medium for electronic 

data storage, and it remains so today.  Although optical and solid state storage are expected to 

ultimately eclipse magnetic media for local storage, magnetic storage will continue to dominate 

network and cloud storage well into the 2020s, if not beyond. 

Tape 

The earliest popular form of magnetic data storage 

was magnetic tape.  Spinning reels of tape were a 

clichéd visual metaphor for computing in movies and 

television shows from the 1950’s through 1970’s.  

Though the miles of tape on those reels now reside 

in cartridges and cassettes, tape remains an enduring 

medium for backing up and archiving electronically 

stored information.  The LTO-5 format introduced in 

2010 natively holds 1.5 terabytes of uncompressed 

data and delivers a transfer rate of 140 megabytes 

per second.  Since most data stored on backup tape 

is compressed, the actual volume of ESI on tape may 

be 2-3 times greater than the native capacity of the 

tape. 

Magnetic tape was the earliest data storage medium for personal computers, including the 

pioneering Radio Shack TRS-80 and the very first IBM personal computer, the model XT. 

While tape isn’t as fast or capacious as hard drives, it’s proven to be more durable and less 

costly for long term storage; that is, so long as the data is being stored, not restored.  

    LTO-5 Ultrium Tape       Sony AIT-3 Tape   SDLT-II Tape 
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Chronology of Magnetic Tape Formats for Data Storage (Wikipedia) 

1951 – UNISERVO 
1952 - IBM 7 track 
1958 - TX-2 Tape System 
1962 – LINCtape 
1963 – DECtape 
1964 - 9 Track 
1964 – MagCard Selectric typewriter 
1966 - 8-Track Tape 
1972 - QIC 
1975 - KC Standard, Compact Cassette 
1976 - DC100 
1977 - Commodore Datasette 
1979 – DECtapeII 
1979 - Exatron Stringy Floppy 
1983 - ZX Microdrive 
1984 - Rotronics Wafadrive 
1984 - IBM 3480 
1984 - DLT 

1986 - SLR 
1987 - Data8 
1989 - DDS/DAT 
1992 - Ampex DST 
1994 - Mammoth 
1995 - IBM 3590 
1995 - Redwood SD-3 
1995 - Travan 
1996 - AIT 
1997 - IBM 3570 MP 
1998 - T9840 
1999 – VXA 
2000 - T9940 
2000 - LTO Ultrium 
2003 - SAIT 
2006 - T10000 
2007 - IBM 3592 
2008 - IBM TS1130 

 

For further information, see Ball, Technology Primer: Backups in Civil Discovery at 

http://www.craigball.com/Ball_Technology%20Primer-Backups%20in%20E-Discovery.pdf 

Floppy Disks 

It’s rare to encounter a floppy disk today, but floppy disks played a central role in software 

distribution and data storage for personal computing for almost thirty years.  Today, the only 

place a computer user is likely to see a floppy disk is as the menu icon for storage on the menu 

bar of Microsft Office applications.  All floppy disks have a spinning, flexible plastic disk coated 

with a magnetic oxide (e.g., rust).  The disk is essentially the same composition as magnetic 

tape in disk form.  Disks are formatted (either by the user or pre-formatted by the 

manufacturer) so as to divide the disk into various concentric rings of data called tracks, with 

tracks further subdivided into tiny arcs called sectors.  Formatting enables systems to locate 

data on physical storage media much as roads and lots enable us to locate homes in a 

neighborhood.   

Though many competing floppy disk sizes and formats have been introduced since 1971, only 

five formats are likely to be encountered in e-discovery.  These are the 8”, 5.25”, 3.5 standard, 

3.5 high density and Zip formats.  Of these, the 3.5HD format 1.44 megabyte capacity floppy is 

by far the most prevalent legacy floppy disk format.   

http://www.craigball.com/Ball_Technology%20Primer-Backups%20in%20E-Discovery.pdf
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The Zip Disk was one of several proprietary “super floppy” products that enjoyed brief success 

before the high capacity and low cost of recordable optical media (CD-R and DVD-R) and flash 

drives rendered them obsolete.    

8", 5.25" and 3.5" Floppy Disks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zip Disk 

Optical Media 

The most common forms of optical media for data storage are the CD, DVD and Blu-ray disks in 

read only, recordable or rewritable formats.   Each typically exists as a 4.75” plastic disk with a 

metalized reflective coating and/or dye layer that can be distorted by a focused laser beam to 

induce pits and lands in the media.  These pits and lands, in turn, interrupt a laser reflected off 

the surface of the disk to generate the ones and zeroes of digital data storage.  The practical 

difference between the three prevailing forms of optical media are their native data storage 

capacities and the availability of drives to read them.   

8" Floppy Disk in Use 
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A CD (for Compact Disk) or CD-ROM (for CD Read Only Media) is read only and not recordable 

by the end user.  It’s typically fabricated in  factory to carry music or 

software.  A CD-R is recordable by the end user, but once a 

recording session is closed, it cannot be altered in normal use.  A 

CD-RW is a re-recordable format that can be erased and written 

to multiple times.  The native data storage capacity of a 

standard-size CD is about 700 megabytes. 

A DVD (for Digital Versatile Disk) also comes in read only, 

recordable (DVD±R) and rewritable (DVD±RW) iterations.  The most 

common form of the disk has a native data storage capacity of approximately 4.7 gigabytes.  So, 

one DVD holds the same amount of data as six and one-half CDs. 

By employing the narrower wavelength of a blue laser to read and write disks, a dual layer Blu-

ray disk can hold up to about 50 gigabytes of data, equalling the capacity of about ten and one-

half DVDs.  Like their predecessors, Blu-ray disks are available in recordable (BD-R) and 

rewritable (BD-RE) formats. 

Hard Disk Drives 

The hard disk drive has been around for more 

than fifty years, but it was not until the 1980’s 

that the physical size and cost of hard drives 

fell sufficiently for their use to be 

commonplace.  Though most attention has 

been paid to the amazing leaps in 

microprocessor technology described by 

Moore’s Law (named for Intel co-founder, 

Gordon Moore, and projecting that the 

number of transistors on a microprocessor 

doubles every two years), the strides made in 

hard drive capacity and cost are every bit as 

breathtaking.   

Introduced in 1956, the IBM 350 Disk Storage 

Unit (pictured with child to illustrate size) was 

the first commercial hard drive.  It was 60 

inches long, 68 inches high and 29 inches 

deep (so it could fit through a door).  It held 

50 magnetic disks of 50,000 sectors, each storing 100 alphanumeric characters.  That is, it held 

IBM 350 Disk Storage Unit 
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4.4 megabytes, or enough for about two cellphone snapshots today.  

It weighed a ton (literally), and users paid $130.00 per month to rent 

each megabyte of storage. 

Today, that same $130.00 buys a 3 terabyte hard drive from Walmart 

that stores 3 million times more information, weighs less than three 

pounds and hides behind a paperback book.    

Over time, hard drives have taken various shapes and sizes (or “form 

factors” as the standard dimensions of key system components are 

called in geek speak).   

The photo at right depicts six hard 

drives with covers removed: 8”, 5.25”, 

3.5”, and 2.5”, 1.8”, and 1“ disks.  Of 

these, three form factors are still in 

common use:  3.5” (desktop drive), 

2.5” (laptop drive) and 1.8” (iPod and 

microsystem drive). 

Hard drives connect to computers by 

various mechanisms called 

“interfaces” that describe both how 

devices “talk” to one another, as well 

as the physical plugs and cabling 

required.  The five most common hard drive interfaces in use today are: 

1. PATA for Parallel Advanced Technology Attachment (sometimes called EIDE for 

Extended Integrated Drive Electronics): 

2. SATA for Serial Advanced Technology Attachment 

3. SCSI for Small Computer System Interface 

4. SAS for Serial Attached SCSI 

5. FC for Fibre Channel 

Though once dominant in personal computers, PATA drives are rarely found in machines 

manufactured after 2006.  Today, virtually all laptop and desktop computers employ SATA 

drives for local storage.  SCSI, SAS and FC drives tend to be seen exclusively in servers and other 

applications demanding high performance and reliability. 

Desktop         Laptop   iPod 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/be/SixHardDriveFormFactors.jpg
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From the user’s perspective, PATA, SATA, SCSI, SAS and FC drives are indistinguishable; 

however, from the point of view of the technician tasked to connect to and image the contents 

of the drive, the difference implicates different tools and connectors.  

The five drive interfaces divide into two employing parallel data paths (PATA and SCSI) and 

three employing serial data paths (SATA, SAS and 

FC).  Parallel ATA interfaces route data over 

multiple simultaneous channels necessitating 40 

wires where serial ATA interfaces route data 

through a single, high- speed data channel 

requiring only 7 wires.  Accordingly, SATA cabling 

and connectors are smaller than their PATA 

counterparts (see photos, right). 

Fibre Channel employs optical fiber (the spelling 

difference is intentional) and light waves to carry 

data at impressive speeds.  The premium 

hardware required by FC dictates that it will be 

found in enterprise computing environments, 

typically in conjunction with a high capacity/high 

demand storage device called a SAN (for Storage 

Attached Network) or a NAS (for Network 

Attached Storage). 

It’s easy to become confused between hard drive interfaces and external data transfer 

interfaces like USB or FireWire seen on external hard drives.  The drive within the external hard 

drive housing will employ one of the interfaces described above (except FC); however, to 

facilitate external connection to a computer, a device called a bridge will convert data written 

to and from the hard drive to a form that can traverse a USB or FireWire connection.  In some 

compact, low-cost external drives, manufacturers dispense with the external bridge board 

altogether and build the USB interface right on the hard drive’s circuit board. 

RAIDs 

Whether local to a user or in the Cloud, hard drives account for nearly all the electronically 

stored information attendant to e-discovery.  In network server and Cloud applications, hard 

drives rarely work alone.  That is, hard drives are ganged together to achieve greater capacity, 

speed and reliability in so-called Redundant Arrays of Independent Disks or RAIDs.   
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In the SAN pictured here, the 16 hard drives housed in trays may be accessed as Just a Bunch of 

Disks or JBOD, but it’s far more likely they are working together as a RAID.   

RAIDs serve two ends: redundancy and 

performance.  The redundancy aspect 

is obvious—two drives holding 

identical data safeguard against data 

loss due to mechanical failure of either 

drive—but how do multiple drives 

improve performance?  The answer 

lies in splitting the data across more 

than one drive using a technique called 

striping.   

A RAID improves performance by dividing data across more than one physical drive.  The swath 

of data deposited on one drive in an array before moving to the next drive is called the "stripe."  

If you imagine the drives lined up alongside one another, you can see why moving back-and-

forth across the drives to store data might seem like painting a stripe across the drives.  By 

striping data, each drive can deliver its share of the data simultaneously, increasing the amount 

of information handed off to the computer’s microprocessor.   

But, when you stripe data across drives, information is lost if any drive in the stripe fails. You 

gain performance, but surrender security. 

This type of RAID configuration is called a RAID 0.  It wrings maximum performance from a 

storage system, but it's risky. 

If RAID 0 is for gamblers, RAID 1 is for the risk averse.  A RAID 1 configuration duplicates 

everything from one drive to an identical twin, so that a failure of one drive won't lead to data 

loss.  RAID 1 doesn't improve performance, and it requires twice the hardware to store the 

same information.   

Other RAID configurations strive to integrate the performance of RAID 0 and the protection of 

RAID 1. 

Thus, a "RAID 0+1" mirrors two striped drives, but demands four hard drives delivering only half 

their total storage capacity. It’s safe and fast, but not cost-efficient.  The better solution grows 

out of a concept called parity, key to a variety of RAID configurations.  Of those other 

configurations, the one most often seen is called RAID 5. 
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To understand parity, consider the simple equation 5 + 2 = 7.  If you didn't know one of the 

three values in this equation, you could easily solve for the missing value, i.e., presented with "5 

+ __ = 7," you can reliably calculate the missing value is 2.  In this example, "7" is the parity 

value or checksum for "5" and "2." 

The same process is used in RAID configurations to gain increased performance by striping data 

across multiple drives while using parity values to permit the calculation of any missing values 

lost to drive failure.  In a three drive array, any one of the drives can fail, and we can use the 

remaining two to recreate the third (just as we solved for 2 in the equation above). 

In this illustration of RAID 5, data is striped across three hard drives, HDA, HDB and HDC.  HDC 

holds the parity values for data stripe 1 

on HDA and stripe 2 on HDB.  It's shown 

as "Parity (1, 2)."  The parity values for 

the other stripes are distributed on the 

other drives.  Again, any one of the three 

drives can fail and all of the data is 

recoverable.  This configuration is called 

RAID 5, and though it requires a minimum of three drives, it can be expanded to dozens or 

hundreds of drives. 

Flash Drives, Memory Cards and Solid State Drives 

Computer memory storage devices have no moving parts, and 

the data resides entirely within the solid materials which 

compose the memory chips, hence the term, “solid state.” 

Historically, rewritable memory was volatile (in the sense 

that contents disappeared when power was withdrawn) and 

expensive.  But beginning around 1995, a type of non-

volatile memory called NAND flash became sufficiently 

affordable to be used for removable storage in 

emerging applications like digital photography.  

Further leaps in the capacity and dips in the cost of 

NAND flash led to the near-eradication of film for 

photography and the extinction of the floppy disk, 

which was replaced by simple, inexpensive and reusable USB 

storage devices called, variously, flash drives, thumb drives, pen drives and memory sticks or 

keys.  
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Solid state drives in standard hard drive form 

factors are increasingly displacing platter-based 

hard drives.  Solid state drives are significantly 

faster, lighter and more energy efficient than 

mechanical drives, but they currently cost anywhere 

from 20-30 times more per gigabyte than their 

spinning counterparts.  All signs point to the 

eventual obsolescence of mechanical drives by solid 

state drives, and some products (notably tablets like 

the iPad and ultra-lightweight laptops like the 

MacBook Air) have eliminated hard drives 

altogether in favor of solid state storage.  

Currently, solid state drives assume the size and 

shape of mechanical drives to facilitate compatibility with existing devices.  However, the size 

and shape of mechanical hard drives 

was driven by the size and operation of 

the platter they contain.  Because solid 

state storage devices have no moving 

parts, they can assume virtually any 

shape.  It’s likely, then, that slavish 

adherence to 2.5” and 3.5” rectangular 

form factors will diminish in favor of 

shapes and sizes uniquely suited to the 

devices that employ them. 

Binary and Decimal Prefixes 

As we evolved with ten fingers and toes, our counting systems gravitated to base ten; that is, to 

the decimal system.  But digital storage systems are built around base two, the binary system.  

Accordingly, what we call a kilobyte isn’t really 1,000 bytes (103).  It’s actually the binary value 

210 or 1,024 bytes.  We mostly ignore the difference, until we buy a 100GB drive and wonder 

why the computer sees just 93.1GB.  The gap between binary and decimal capacities grows 

with larger drive capacities.  Efforts have been made to address the discrepancy through the 

use of new prefixes to denote binary multiples.  For example, the counterpart of a decimal 

kilobyte (103) would be a binary kibibyte (210).  A decimal megabyte (104) corresponds to a 

binary mebibyte (220), a gigabyte (105) to a gibibyte (230), a terabyte (106) to a tebibyte (240) 

and a petabyte (107) to a pebibyte (250).  But if you’ve never heard of a mebibyte or gibibyte, 

you can see just how well these initiatives have caught on. 


